Red Internacional por la libertad de los presos políticos

September 9 th 2022

Not even one more worker and popular fighter
in the prisons of the capitalist regimes
From the International Network for the Freedom of Political Prisoners and Justice for Our Martyrs we reproduce and make our own the
call from Colombia by the political prisoners, family members and former detainees of the First Line
We call on all labor and human rights organizations in Latin America and the world to make this call their own.
We have to unite across borders to face the attack of the governments and regimes of the exploiters!
A single class, a single fight against the same enemy!

September 6 th 2022

Appeal for the freedom of political prisoners and
justice for the victims of the strike on 28 A
Puerto Resistencia- Siloe – Loma de la Dignidad, Cali, Colombia

W

e the relatives and friends of the victims
murdered, disappeared and imprisoned
during the days of the national strike of 28
A, 2021, who fight tirelessly and continue
to seek justice, truth and reparation for the
deaths and human rights violations by the
police, the ESMAD and parapolice forces,
make here a call to set up a Fighting National Committee for justice for the murdered
and injured comrades, for the appearance
alive of the disappeared comrades and the
immediate and unconditional freedom for all
political prisoners.
At the end of April and beginning of May
2021, we took to the streets facing a labor and
tax reform that meant an attack that would
plunge us deeper into misery and labor exploitation. This precipitated an outbreak that
culminated in the heroic days of the 28 A Strike
that shook one of the most bloodthirsty regimes on the continent
with Uribe’s puppet Duque at its head. That is why the government
launched a brutal repression against us.

this repressive and murderous state intends to punish that
brave youth of the Front Lines who heroically defended the
popular struggle facing repression.

We, the mothers, brothers and relatives want to denounce
that we have had no justice and that if this is so it is because

They couldn’t allow us to rebel after long years of subjugation
and massacre, looking for a change, for a fairer system. The only

Colombia, Relatives of the victims of the 28 A.
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“crimes” committed were claiming a job,
education, the illusion of retiring one day,
which earned us the accusation of vandals
and terrorists.
At that time, human rights organizations
such as the NGO Temblores (Tremors) and
the Institute of Studies for Development and
Peace (Indepaz) reported 3,405 cases of
police violence a year ago, 1,445 arbitrary
arrests. Up to now, 44 comrades have been
reported killed at the hands of the police with
firearms, 207 injured with a high percentage
of irreversible injuries, mainly to the face such
as eye loss, plus 198 detainees and 60 under
house arrest.

Colombia’s Firt Line 2021

This criminal regime has not stopped and our yesterday’s cry
of “SOS Colombia, THEY ARE KILLING US” is still valid; although some comrades were released, especially minors, we
must say that none of those responsible has yet paid for the serious outrages, abuses and psychological consequences the former
are suffering.
The corpses of our comrades that watered the rivers of Colombia with their blood continue to cry out for justice...
The comrades of the First Line are still imprisoned in the country’s dirty jails. The comrades of the Penitentiary Center of Palmira
have started their fourth day of hunger strike while new arrests go
on by the same “justice” of yesterday and today.
Now they tell us that it will be the Parliament that will review the situation of the 198 prisoners on a case-by-case basis.
WE CANNOT ALLOW IT! There is nothing to probe, as THE
COMRADES ARE INNOCENT!!! Those who committed these
heinous crimes are the ones to be investigated, for which
nobody has responded and those responsible still remain
free. THE STATE IS RESPONSIBLE!!!
One of the demands for which we took the streets more than
a year ago was for the dismantling of ESMAD, the electoral campaign promise of Petro today president of the Republic, which
not only has not been fulfilled, but this government also seeks to
disguise it under a face of prevention and “dialogue” with future
protesters.
That is why before the new government’s promises, we cannot
stop our claim and in order to join our forces is that from the fami-

lies we call on all the workers’ political organizations, trade unions,
peasant, student, Human Rights and popular organizations, to be
part of this Fighting National Committee to unify our struggle
as the same struggle that mothers, brothers and sisters, relatives have been carrying out from different corners of the
world against governments and murderous and oppressive
regimes that kill, torture, imprison and disappear those of us
who go out to demand our fair claims.
An injury to one is an injury to all… The same fight the same
enemy!
We cannot be left isolated.
Trial and punishment of the murderers, and all those responsible for the massacre against the Colombian workers
and common people!
Independent worker and popular commissions to judge
and punish the murderers of the people.
Dissolution of the police and the ESMAD!
Immediate and unconditional freedom to all political prisoners!
Appearance Alive of the disappeared
We extend our demands to cover all those murdered, imprisoned and persecuted in the world.
¡No Justice, no peace!

Signatures:

“Flaco”, delegate from the First Line
of Siloé.
“Jota”, delegate from the First Line of
Loma de la Dignidad.
“Pao”, spokeperson from de First Line
of Loma de la Dignidad.,
Santi, Clau, from the First Line of
Loma de la Dignidad.
Nena Nelly Sánchez Torres, mother
of Cristian Javier Delgadillo Sánchez,
young worker killed in Paso del
Comercio, Cali on 06/04/2021.
Daniel Stewart Medina Muñoz, former political prisoner and one of

the three young comrade underage
detainees, in the Glorieta of Siloé in
May 2021.
Pilar Muñoz, mother of Daniel Steward Medina Muñoz.
From Palmira’s jail:
David Alfonso Bernal Piamba
Yiduar Mondragón Paredes
Jhon Jairo Cambindo Moreno
Jhontan Vargas Cardona
Mauricio Tierradentro Sarmiento
Geison Andrés Ospina Monsalve
Víctor Andrés Blandon Preciado
Comité Internacional S.O.S Colombia
Nos Están Matando

Geison Andrés Caicedo Ortiz
Niver Vallejo Angulo
Kevin David Cerón Díaz
Dennis Daniel Pérez Grisales
Epifanio Domínguez
COMMITTEE OF POLITICAL
PRISONERS OF THE SOCIAL
OUTBREAK, FROM THE PRISON OF
PALMIRA (CPPESCPAL).
Relatives of political prisoners from
the First Lines of Cali, detained in the
Palmira prison.
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August 27, 2022

STATEMENT FROM THE PRISON OF THE MUNICIPALITY OF PALMIRA,

Valle del Cauca, Colombia

A

fraternal greeting and strong
embrace of perseverance,
resistance from the high and
medium security jail-penitentiary of Palmira (CPAMSPAL) by the
political prisoners of the social outbreak
in this prison or “The boys of the Front
Line” as we have been here called.
Greetings also to the citizens in
general, to the National Government
and especially to the other comrades
held at the national level at the hands of
an outgoing government with a disastrous and truly criminal performance.
In advance we want to thank and
accompany all the social organizations,
the people we know, who in one way
or another have been aware of our legal and emotional processes; that out
there they have raised their voices and
hearts to demand the FREEDOM OF
THE POLITICAL PRISONERS held
in the context of the social explosion;
unions, neighborhood sectors, brave
football fans, human rights bodies,
peasant sectors, indigenous people,
black people, universities, our workmates and fellow fighters, friends, our
families, some congressmen and fellow president GUSTAVO FRANCISCO
PETRO URREGO.
We extend our greetings to and
also support the accidental commission of the legislature and the work
that has been carried out and that has
gathered around various campaigns
that we have learned about, such as:
FREE NOW, OBJECTIVE FREEDOM
and NOT ONE MORE DAY, FREE AND
ACQUITTED.
It is important to state that those
of us who were in the streets, raising
our voices in the face of so much nonconformity and social injustice, never
expected anything more than death
and persecution as the government’s
response to our demands. Well, faced
with this situation of orphanhood in the
defense of our rights, we had nothing
more to lose. We didn’t have a high

First Line in Cali

or even middle level education, some
didn’t have a job and the majority, misnamed as bad, which is the majority
who were part of this strike, neither one
nor the other. People had aspirations
like everyone else, ours was to be able
to get through the day to day to bring
something to eat, and with a bit of luck
something to disconnect from this reality, to our homes.
Likewise, it’s necessary to let it
be known that nothing has ever been
asked for in return from an individual exercise, but rather that we have advocated for a country different from the one
in which we have lived, a country where
social inequalities have been abysmal,
and we hoped they would manage to
decrease, reaching a country where
life would be more bearable, but in this
case all limits were exceeded. They
took hunger, desperation and fear to
another level, it seemed that they wanted to punish us for the economic poverty to which they had condemned us for
years, they transgressed human dignity
and when anger awoke, they wanted to
silence it with death.
That was what led us to take sides,
in this game into which those who persist in the war got us, those who refuse
to allow a different future for this country, those who closed dialogue and the
exchange of political ideas to impose

violence on us, to impose their will on
us as a way of life.
When the social demonstrations
took on the scope that we all already
know, the dirtiest repression against
us came, scopes that would not have
been necessary to reach, if the government had not treated the demonstration as a war.
What happened in this asymmetric urban warfare is nothing more than
society’s response to the defense of
life, since those in charge of appeasing rage and defending it only lit it up
every day with a sum of deaths piling
up by their hand; since the people did
take to the streets, it was for no other
reason than to try to stop their aggressors, which in this case was the armed
State, but also before, the inept State,
became a murderer and executioner of
society.
Years ago, the State institutions
stopped doing what they should, what
the Magna Carta entrusted to them
as overseers and guarantors. Understanding this, we also know that the legitimate defense of life was exercised
by the people and that is why we constantly ask ourselves why they condemn us when the one that did not fulfill
their duty was not us but the national
government.
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And today to those of us
who defended life they want to condemn as the worst, why? That’s what
we ask ourselves every day that we
mourn our dead, the same days that
we have been in this unjust confinement and in the most degrading conditions for any human being, missing our
families in an unspeakable way and
fighting every moment not to give up in
the face of injustice.
Today that we see a change for the
country, we see how the whole world
embraces the just victory. But many of
us who put our chest directly either with
our life or with our freedom, we have
not yet been able to feel it. And we do
not ask that they look at us with pity, but
we do ask that our cases be seen for

what they are, political cases, because
our confinement was the product of the
State’s repression against its people, it
was the petty product of fomenting fear
so we did not express ourselves, was
instilling with our deaths and confinements the fear to be trying to politically
change the course of the country. We
only ask that our cases be seen in a
different way and not from the criminal
status that we are so far removed from;
i.e., if the military and police officers
who are directly responsible have their
own military jurisdiction because their
conduct is evaluated from the perspective of their duties, we also want to be
seen differently in the treatment of the
trial, i.e., that we are seen as political
actors in the legitimate defense of life.

We will not classify ourselves as
whether or not we are responsible,
since we are neither innocent nor guilty,
and much less are we sorry for defending life, but a dignified life, not like the
one to which those others left us subjected again before leaving, and to
which they have condemned all the human beings they throw into these gray
sewers called prisons in Colombia.
In the conditions in which we currently find ourselves, we have no other
option, but to continue with this struggle from the place where we find ourselves, because it is not going to be
now that the oligarchs who held power
will achieve their objective, of keeping
quiet the impoverished people who
fight and stand up for social justice.

Rally in front of the Prosecutor’s Office in the city of Cali.
The September 7, a sit-in was
held in the Plazoleta San Francisco in front of the Prosecutor’s Office, in downtown Cali.
Under the slogan, “We want
our children free,” family members do not rest and take to the
streets in their struggle to free
their children and do justice for
their martyrs, not only for those
who have been detained for more
than a year, but because since
June of this year the persecution
has been deepening and there
have been new arrests, such as
is the case of young Harold Manuel Reina from Puerto Resistencia, in the context of an infamous
judicial frame-up for which they
want to sentence him to ten years
in prison.
The day that had began early
in the morning, with the passing

Rally in the Plazoleta San Francisco in front of the Prosecutor’s Office, in down town Cali.

of the hours was nurtured by hundreds of comrades from labor,
student and social organizations
who joined in, surrounding in solidarity the mothers, brothers and
other relatives who, despite their
pain, did not
stop for a minute from vindicating the heroic struggle
that they had
carried out to
the
cry
of
“FREE NOW”!
So, it becomes urgent
to
redouble

this fight a thousandfold.
We cannot allow them to be
isolated!
Freedom NOW for the imprisoned comrades!
Appearance alive of the disappeared!
Trial and punishment of those
responsible for the massacre
against the uprising of the Colombian people
SOS Colombia
They Keep Killing Us
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That is why we have decided to go on a
hunger strike knowing the fatal consequences this could have if we are not
heard.
But know that we have already
seen death face to face, they have also
brought us here, to the same hell from
where we write to you today without
being daunted and even so fear does
not defeat us. We continue to speak
hard for ourselves and ours. If this is
our last battle, then we will give it very
proud of it, but we will not remain silent
watching how, while they see what to
do with us, our companions go through
the most inhumane conditions that can
be imagined and that we prefer to leave
the description to the missions of verification, we do not want to know that
another comrade in the social outburst
or any prisoner in Colombia dies due
to the extremely poor prison conditions
and we also do not want to deal with
the attempted suicide of comrades for
not being able to deal with this “joda”
anymore. We have spent more than
a year and a half trying to have a fair
trial and we have not been given any
guarantee in judicial terms, while we
are trying to show that we are not vandals or terrorists, that we prioritize the
life and dignity of the people over material things, that we rebel with dignity
and sovereignty against a bad government and that we gave everything for a
change that materialized on June 19 of
this year at the polls in each region of
the country. With this writing we make
it clear that on Monday, August 29,
2022 at 0:00 a.m., the political prisoners of the social outbreak who are being held in the Palmira Valle del Cauca
prison will begin a hunger strike, under
very specific demands and landed in
accordance with the manifestations of
good will.
WE DEMAND:
-That the wills of the national government, social organizations and the
general public continue to be promoted
to achieve the prompt FREEDOM OF
POLITICAL PRISONERS in the framework of the social outbreak and that
timetables for action be established.
-That joint verification missions

Colombia’s revolutionary combat in 2021.

be carried out immediately in all penitentiary centers, police stations and
homes where it is known that there are
detainees in the context of the National
Strike.
-That the President of the Republic
visit and learn first-hand about the situation in prisons.
-That urgent medical and psychological care be provided to our fighting
mates and that all guarantees in health,
safety, food and dignified treatment be
provided within the detention centers.

“Until dignity becomes a habit”
Today we not only speak for our
stories but for the hundreds of souls
that have received us in these courtyards and cells that today narrate in
their environment human degradation
at its best. For the freedom and dignity
of political prisoners and a dignified life,
our battle continues.
FREE THOSE OF THE ENDURANCE.

-That a place of confinement be
arranged where the POLITICAL PRISONERS can be concentrated in the
context of the social outbreak, ending
the isolation and facilitating the communication of the defenses in block.

David Alfonso Bernal Piamba

-Advance the efforts to revoke security measures in detention centers
and that some detainees can go to
home detention while their legal situation is defined.

Geison Andrés Ospina Monsalve

-That all legal guarantees be provided in our cases and that the accompaniment of each one be verified, in
particular cases of comrades who do
not have a defense attorney, generate
the respective steps to guarantee legitimate defense.

Kevin David Cerón Díaz

-Those immediate measures be
taken in the face of the worrying and
increasingly decadent prison situation
in Colombia, that Human Rights be truly guaranteed in prisons and detention
centers, and that the issue of corruption within INPEC be reviewed.

Yiduar Mondragón Paredes
Jhon Jairo Cambindo Moreno
Jhontan Vargas Cardona
Mauricio Tierradentro Sarmiento
Victor Andrés Blandon Preciado
Geison Andrés Caicedo Ortiz
Niver Vallejo Ángulo
Dennis Daniel Pérez Grisales
Epifanio Domínguez
From the Palmira prison.
COMMITTEE OF POLITICAL PRISONERS
OF THE SOCIAL OUTBREAK, IN THE
PALMIRA PRISON (CPPESCPAL)
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Bolivia

Mexico
September 8th 2022
We reproduce below the statement of the Senkata and Sacaba massacre victims about the
death of Roberto Jukumari,
President of the Association
of the Victims of the Huayllani-Sacaba massacre.

Neither forgetting, nor forgiving, no reconciliation: Justice!
Slaves’ rebellion is not a crime, it is justice!

STATEMENT
The directory of the Sacaba víctims and the directory of
the Senkata victims…
…Regret to communicate the sensitive death of Roberto Jukumari, president of the Association of víctims of
the Huayllani-Sacaba massacres, which happened today,
Thursday, 8 September 2022 approximately at 10 am
We express our condolences and sorrows to the family of
our brother Roberto Jukumari.
----------------------------------------------------------------

Las Heras, Santa Cruz, Patagonia Argentina

September 9th 2022
To the family of the victims, wounded and prisoners of Sacaba, Bolivia,
With deep sorrow, we want to send you, from our
Commission, our deepest condolences for the death of the
young comrade Roberto Jukumari
Comrades, please know that we are together with you
in the fight to do simple and pure justice against all the
murderers and jailers of Sacaba and Sakata
We will continue with you fighting across borders
against all regimes and governments that are repressing
and murdering us workers and exploited who stand up in
defense of our rights. We are and will continue to be one
fist hitting at a time against oppressors!
Comrade Roberto Jukuari YOU ARE PRESENT,
NOW AND FOREVER!
Claudia Pafundi, member of the Commission
of Convicted Workers, Relatives and Friends
of Las Heras

September 9, 2022
On September 26, it will be 8 years since the
disappearance of the 43 teaching school students
from Ayotzinapa

ALL TOGETHER WITH THE
FATHERS AND MOTHERS OF
AYOTZINAPA!
They took them alive
we want them alive!
The State is responsible!
On the 8th anniversary of the disappearance of the 43 students
from Ayotzinapa in the State of Guerrero (Mexico).
Their parents have given an enormous example of struggle,
traveling from the United States to Argentina, from north to
south of the Americas to denounce the disappearance of their
children. Their tireless fight for justice in the face of this brutal
crime continues and has not stopped for a single day. The attack against the 43 comrades began with the attack on the bus
in which the students were traveling to Mexico City to commemorate the anniversary of the Tlatelolco massacre on October
2, 1968.
Undoubtedly, the struggle for the appearance of the 43 students is a banner of the entire working class and poor people
from Alaska to Patagonia. For this reason, 8 years after the attack at the hands of the Mexican State against the normalistas
of Ayotzinapa, we must continue the example of their fathers
and mothers, uniting their struggle with that of all those persecuted, imprisoned and murdered for fighting throughout the
Americas.
For this reason, 8 years after the attack at the hands of the
Mexican State against the teaching school students of Ayotzinapa, we must continue the example of their fathers and mothers, uniting their struggle with that of all those persecuted,
imprisoned and murdered for fighting throughout the continent.
This September 26, WE ARE ALL THE 43 TEACHING
SCHOOL STUDENTS DISAPPEARED BY THE STATE!
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In the context of the campaign for the freedom of Giannis Michailidis

(It comes from the back cover)

August, 2022
From the Syrian resistance that confronts the fascist al Assad and the occupation of Russia, Turkey and the US,

Abu Izen’s message to the political prisoners in Syria and the whole world

Freedom to all those detained for fighting against the
governments and oppressor apparatuses of the planet!
Greetings comrades,
We ask you, who are arrested, subjugated, how are you doing inside the
prisons of the tyrants? Since you have
been imprisoned, I never forgot or betrayed the revolution. When we betray,
you end up subjugated, enduring within an underground prison, worst case
scenario.
Where are you now, comrades of the
revolution? You are imprisoned, alone,
in the most horrible way, for breaking
the silence against tyranny and dictatorship.
It is the time for us to take to the
streets to topple down all the dictators
and tyrants in the world, so that our
comrades can walk out of prison. Taking to the streets is what gets political
prisoners out to the streets and brings
down the dictatorship.
I am a prisoner.
A message for my comrade.
How are you? Do you still remember me? Do you still have memories of
our home and of my mother’s sad face
and her eyes that have not dried up to
this day?
Tell me about my father and my
wife. Tell me about my brother, my
children and our friends.
Have the humiliated taken to the
streets? Are they following our path?
Are the humiliated calling for the fall
of the dictatorship and the tyrants of
the world?

2022. Syria, massive marches in Damascus demanding the freedom of political prisoners.

We still have hope. Every day we
tell ourselves that our comrades will
get us out of the prisons.
We have been waiting for them for
many years in the cells of torment,
where every day the tyrants kill one of
us.
We will not forget, comrade Giannis
Michailidis.
Our message today from Syria to
you, my comrade, who fought for the
overthrow of the tyrants of Greece and
were a single fist and supported all the
revolutions in the world. We swear that
we will not leave you alone because we
are brothers.
Today, in pursuit of leaving the dungeon and for your freedom, you are on a

hunger strike. Today you are in a stronger position after your hunger strike of
more than seventy days. Today you are
sending a message to the whole world:
“The revolution of the workers and for
their rights has not died”. Let’s send it
to everyone to record it. We will fight
for you and for all those who are locked
up, comrade Giannis Michailidis.
We demand the freedom of Giannis
Michailidis from within the Syrian revolution.
To all the detained and disappeared,
we will not forget you and we will continue demanding your freedom and justice.
Abu Izen

GREECE

Immediate release to Giannis Michailidis!
Anarchist political prisoner for facing the Troika

Giannis has been imprisoned in the Malandrinos prison for 8
years. He is one of the dozens of political prisoners among the
Greek youth who since 2008 have risen up against the Troika,
which had imposed the worst austerity plans against the workers
and the people. Because of his fight, he was sentenced to long
years in prison, with forged causes and framed-up trials. Since
2015, Giannis has fought for Syrian refugees as they arrived on
Greek shores, for borders to be opened, concentration camps to
end, and full rights to be given to them. Furthermore, behind bars
he continued to fight for the victory of the Syrian revolution. Between May and July of this year he went on a hunger strike for
more than two months, in which he lost 21% of his weight and, with
his health in grave danger, he was denied necessary medical care.
This attack by the Greek government did not go unnoticed. A great
solidarity stood up for his freedom throughout Greece. Mainly from
other political prisoners who also started a hunger strike in solidarity. A great number of marches and other activities have been held.
The campaign for his release has crossed the Greek borders and
has also manifested itself in countries such as Spain or Germany.
The International Network for the Freedom of Political Prisoners
has been part of this campaign, so that all workers, human rights,
student and combative organizations on the planet take it into their
hands.
Giannis Michailidis is a political prisoner of the working class,

May 2022. March demanding the freedom of Giannis in Athens

taken hostage in the hands of the exploiters. The struggle for his
liberation is imperative.
Let’s win the streets in solidarity with Giannis!
Let’s march to the Greek embassies!
Free Giannis Michailidis and all political prisoners in Greece!

Red Internacional por la libertad
de los presos políticos y justicia por nuestros martires

July 29 th 2022

Statement from Giannis Michailidis from the prisons of the infamous regime of Greece

Notice of suspension – not termination – of the hunger strike

I find myself in the unfortunate position
to announce that I am suspending this difficult struggle without having won anything
substantial. However, this struggle is not
over yet nor do I intend to leave it unfinished. The suspension is temporary; some
of the reasons are the obvious ones. Some
are not. I apologise to those who have
supported me that I cannot share the reasons publicly at this point. Should I need to
continue I will explain publicly and in detail
the reasons why chose the temporary suspension. I will continue to fight for what I
deserve and hopefully will not need to continue.

The justice system has been humiliated. So far, the only success of this hunger
strike is that it has highlighted its contradictions.

In terms of the barricades I have attempted to raise, there have been the statements of the lawyers, changing the mood of
the „throw them inside and throw away the
keys“ logic.
But my personal request remains in the
air. And my commitment that I wouldn’t stop
seems betrayed at this point.
This weighs on me, of course, and despite knowing that my intention is – if necessary – to continue at a more fruitful tie
in the near future; but as I said before, not
everything can be said at this moment and
I hope it will not have to be said. Closing
this announcement, I want to wholeheartedly thank those who have supported me
in any way.
Those who took a stand, those who
transcended their social roles because em-

pathy prevailed.
But above all, those who fought tooth
and nail to break the enforced silence,
those who were beaten in the streets to express their solidarity, those who took risks
and those who starved in prison. To the latter I owe my life.
If all this had not happened, at this moment the conditions for this suspension
wouldn’t exist.
That’s all for now. I still look forward to
my immediate release.

Everything continues…

Giannis Michailidis
Continue inside

